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The paper reviews recent work at the Technical University of Denmark, aimed at developing a true shared aperture, i.e. dual-frequency (L- and C-band), wideband, dual-linear polarization microstrip antenna array for use in the next-generation of the Danish high-resolution, airborne, polarimetric synthetic aperture radar (SAR) system. The dual-frequency array concept adopted relies on the use of probe-fed perforated, stacked patches for L-band (1.2–1.3 GHz). Inside these perforations probe-fed, wideband stacked microstrip patches for C-band (4.9–5.7 GHz) are placed. Measured impedance and radiation pattern properties for this structure are reported.

1 Requirements for future civilian SAR systems

High-resolution airborne and spaceborne imaging of the Earth, for e.g. environmental studies, is often carried out using SAR techniques. Early SAR systems were single-frequency and single-polarization instruments, but time has seen a growing interest in multi-frequency, dual-polarization SAR systems. The reason for this trend is the additional amount of geophysical information, possibly to extract from multi-frequency, polarimetric SAR data. In recent years, technological research conducted by space agencies, as well as by other institutions, thus has been directed towards the development of such future multi-frequency, polarimetric SAR systems, [1] – [3].

Several multi-frequency, polarimetric SAR systems have already been built and flown, including the Danish L- and C-band system, EMISAR, which was developed at the Department of Electromagnetic Systems (EMI), [4]. All previous systems, however, have comprised a suite of stand-alone single-frequency, polarimetric SAR’s, each having had its own single-frequency antenna array. For this reason e.g. airborne multi-frequency data has often been acquired by repeatedly overflying and mapping the same area, using a different frequency each time. Doing so, however, the SAR data sets may render useless for intercomparison purposes, since temporal decorrelation can occur - e.g. due to rainfall between the passes. Therefore, from many points of view (aircraft installation and flight time, too), it is very desirably to acquire multi-frequency SAR data simultaneously. Hence, the advantages of polarimetric SAR’s with shared-aperture, multi-frequency, dual-polarization antenna arrays are obvious in several respects, [1] – [3].

2 Dual-frequency, dual-polarization microstrip antenna element

A number of array topologies, potentially compliant with dual-frequency polarimetric SAR requirements, are reviewed in [5]. Different combinations of patches & patches, slots & patches and crossed dipoles & patches are used for the low and high frequency bands, respectively. Depending upon the frequency ratio between the frequency bands, some topologies may be more suitably than others; all offers advantages, and all suffers from disadvantages. Slot radiators or slot-fed elements (e.g. aperture coupled patches), both has the drawback that, in a practical antenna array, a closed cavity is required to be placed behind the slot or aperture. Such cavities may lead to a reduction of the bandwidth of the element, but worse they take up much valuable boardspace underneath the slot or aperture. The latter may prevent the layout of the (already challenging) multilayer beamforming network (BFN), which must reside under the groundplane with the slot. For this reason, slot-elements and aperture-coupled elements are not the obvious choice. Probe-fed patches are attractive from the feeding network point of view, since the probes can easily connect the patch to its BFN, which is e.g. located several layers down from the patch groundplane. Due to this and because of the ≈ 4:1 ratio between the L- and C-frequency bands, it was decided to pursue the perforated patch combination, illustrated in Fig. 1.
A dual-frequency “unit element” consist of one perforated L-band patch with 4 C-band patches placed inside the perforations (or “windows”) and surrounded by 12 C-band patches. All patches are driven from probes. To obtain the required impedance bandwidth, 8% in L-band and 15% (goal) in C-band, stacked parasitic patches are necessary in both bands. Several combinations of having the driven and/or stacked L- and C-band patches sharing the same substrate layers have been studied. The “general” configuration, shown in Fig. 1b), with no such “substrate-sharing” imposed (i.e. all patches spaced independently) allows the largest degree of design-freedom, in this design otherwise full of constraints. In this case, the driven C-band patches were etched on 32 mil Rogers RO4003 ($\varepsilon_r=3.38$), with all remaining patches being etched on 0.1 mm FR4. Low-loss foam-substrate (Rohacell 31HF) with $\varepsilon_r=1.05$ were used between the remaining layers. The final array for the SAR, [3], will have 8x2 elements in L-band and 32x8 elements in C-band, i.e. it will consist of 16 of the above “unit elements”.

3 L-band perforated, stacked microstrip patch & 2x2 element sub-array

Numerical techniques were found inefficient and unsuitable for the design of the stacked, perforated L-band element. An experimental approach was necessary. In Fig. 2 (a,b) is shown the measured S-parameters (in a 50 $\Omega$ system) and the impedance of the stacked, perforated L-band patch of Fig. 1.

In Fig. 2b) two “peaks” in the real-part of the input impedance are seen. From experiments it was found: 1) The perforated, stacked patch exhibits two such resonances, but the “Q” of each is very high (depending on the size of the perforations), and it is not an easy task to obtain a wideband, well-balanced (i.e. “stagger-tuned”) behaviour with the two peaks having approximately the same value (as seen in Fig. 2b). Spacing the peaks further apart in frequency leads to a large variation in input impedance, preventing wideband performance to be achieved and instead turning the element into having “dual-resonance”. 2) The transmission ($S_{21}$) through the stacked, perforated patch, the level of which has a major impact on the cross-polarization level of the element, exhibits two relatively wide “nulls”, the location of which (in frequency) closely follows the peaks of the real-part of the input impedance. From cross-polarization considerations, this property is advantageous! Fig. 2c) shows what level of $S_{11}$, the element of Fig. 2a) can obtain, if implementing an external impedance-matching network. Although this result is so far theoretical, it clearly indicates that the element of Fig. 2a) may eventually be fully acceptable for use in the final array. The transmission between the C-band and the L-band elements was held below –35 dB (in L-band), simply by short-circuiting to ground the centres.
of the C-band patches. These short-circuits had insignificant influence on the C-band patch performance. Leakage from C-band to L-band (i.e. in the 4.9 - 5.7 GHz band) was prevented by using an open stub (λ/4 long in C-band), connected to the L-band probe feeding point. 

A 2x2 element sub-array using four of the elements shown in Fig. 1 (spaced 150 mm apart; 0.625 λ₀ at 1.25 GHz) was built to further investigate radiation pattern properties. The array was fed through a network made of coax-cables and -splitters. Fig 2d) shows the measured S-parameters of this array. Due to a very poor input match of the (commercially purchased) Wilkinson dividers, S₁₁ of the array is quite narrowbanded, but as indicated in Fig. 2c) this is not of concern at this time. More interesting is the very low level obtained for S₂₁, being on the order of –50 dB across the 1.2 – 1.3 GHz band (compare to the isolated element, Fig. 2a). The improvement in S₂₁ of the array over S₂₁ of the isolated element is due to the cross-polarization suppression technique employed, [6], [7]. The radiation pattern of the stacked, perforated patch, and of the uniformly excited 2x2 element sub-array, is shown in Fig. 3. All pattern measurements were carried out in the spherical near-field test facility of EMI.

Fig. 3. Measured radiation pattern of L-band perforated, probe-fed patch element & 2x2 ele. sub-array (f = 1.25 GHz). Size of array groundplane: 0.5 x 0.5 m. Horizontal polarization fed.

The stacked, perforated element has a “flat-topped” mainbeam pattern in the E-plane, and a fairly steep roll-off towards θ = 90°. The latter characteristic is typical of stacked patches; the parasitic element help “focus” the energy which leads to better element directivity (comparing to an un-stacked, single element). The peak-directivity of the stacked, perforated patch is ≈ 8.5 dBi. Note the quite low cross-polarization level of the perforated patch. The 2x2 element sub-array pattern (Fig. 3c,d) is as expected; symmetrical with very low cross-polarization, [6], [7]. The radiation patterns (of both the element and the sub-array) was found to remain very stable over the 1.2 – 1.3 GHz band.

4 C-band stacked microstrip patch & 4x4 element “interlaced” sub-array

A wideband, probe-fed stacked microstrip patch for use in C-band (4.9–5.7 GHz) was designed, [8]. The unmatched return-loss, S₁₁, (in a 50 Ω system) of this element was better than –10 dB over an 860 MHz band, with S₂₁ being below –22 dB over the same band. The radiation pattern of the stacked C-band element (in a single, or “isolated”, configuration) and of the 4x4 element sub-array embedded in/around the perforated L-band patch (i.e. the configuration shown in Fig. 1) is shown in Fig. 4.

Fig. 4. Measured radiation pattern of C-band probe-fed patch and 4x4 element sub-array “unit element” (f = 5.3 GHz). Size of array groundplane: 0.5 x 0.5 m. Horizontal polarization fed.

The peak-directivity of the element is ≈ 9 dBi with cross-polarization = –23 dB in boresight (note that this value is very close to the level of S₂₂). The element pattern is almost constant over the 800 MHz band. The 4x4-element sub-array too was fed from a network made of coax-cables and -splitters, and
was uniformly excited in both azimuth and elevation. No cross-polarization suppression technique was employed in this C-band sub-array. The element spacing was 150 mm/4, i.e. 0.62 $\lambda_0$ at 5.3 GHz. In the E-plane of the sub-array (azimuth cut), it was observed that the perforated L-band element does not disturb the C-band radiation pattern; the expected $\sin(x)/x$-shape is seen with fairly deep nulls. In the H-plane of the sub-array, however, it is seen that the “far out” sidelobes (at $\theta = 60^\circ$) are higher, and that the “far out” nulls are much less pronounced. Also, interestingly, the cross-polarization level of the 4x4 element “embedded” sub-array is not much different from that of the single, stacked patch. Due to the different surroundings of the 16 patches, their impedances (i.e. reflection coefficients) are not identical, hence some power is lost in the Wilkinson-dividers of the feeding network. This loss (incl. the $= 1$ dB ohmic losses of the Wilkinson splitters themselves and of the coaxial cables) amount to $= 2.5$ dB (quite constant across the 800 MHz band, similar for both polarizations). Reducing the disturbance due to the L-band element by “shrinking” the outer periphery of the perforated patch and/or increasing the size of the perforations could, in principle, lower this loss, but both will impact the L-band resonance/bandwidth, and this idea therefore cannot be utilized. Another (hypothetical) possibility is to incorporate different impedance-matching networks for the patches with different impedances, but this will complicate array layout. It has not been investigated, if e.g. different stacked C-band elements may be used different places in the sub-array to achieve better impedance properties; this task is very complicated. It therefore appears necessary to accept some compromises, w.r.t. impedance variation of the C-band patches, if wideband operation in both L- and C-band is required.

5 Conclusion

The perforated L-band element has narrow bandwidth, but using a stacked configuration, and an external impedance matching network, the 8% target bandwidth is achievable. The element exhibits a well-behaved radiation pattern with good cross-polarization properties. The stacked C-band microstrip patch in a “stand-alone” case exhibits wideband performance (15%), but is disturbed by the proximity of the perforated element, if the perforations and/or if the distance to the C-band element becomes too small. Yet, a wideband dual-frequency, dual-polarization L-/C-band array has been demonstrated.
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